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About This Game

Robot Incursion is a casual virtual reality wave shooter for the HTC Vive. There are 6 different levels where you will have to
defend yourself with either an assault rifle, turret or grenades. To avoid getting hit, you can either use the cover around you, or

quickly dart out of the way, as the shots are being fired.

When you first start the game, go to 'Training', where you will learn how to use the weapons and complete various timed
challenges.

Each level has a global and local leaderboard, so you can compete with other players to get the highest score.
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Best Point and click game that I really enjoyed.. just buy it and enjoy.. Not my usual style of game, but rather interesting, and a
good short-term time waster.
I have enjoyed playing this.. I thought I completed this DLC before, but it turns out I barely begun it. I just completed it now
and very much like the core game, this DLC is so expansive. I put in about 40-50 hours alone. There are AAA games that don't
have that much content in it like this one does.

The monsters in it are the exact same as in the core game, except this one also has a pteryx (the dodo-looking bird) that plays a
part various quests, including the main one. There's a sewer system that runs all throughout the city and has several exits
throughout the city, which is cool. The inspiration for this is clearly ancient Greece. You'll take part in fun quests concerning
ancient Greek society, such as debating legitimate philosophical issues, casting for a play and taking part in it (which is funner
than it sounds), etc. You'll do quests from contract boards which were all enjoyable to me. If you're into challenges there's an
easter egg hunt quest where you have to find five litanies (scroll-look alikes) in specific places without any in-game help. That's
a real challenge to do without looking online for help. I found three of them on my own and had to look online for help for the
final two. That's fun for people who like those kinds of quests and\/or a challenge.

It's hard not to give this DLC anything lower than a 10\/10. It was fun as hell and there was so much content (again, 40-50
hours) for one DLC that it competes with many full-on, complete AAA games. Not to mention there are new weapons and
armor sets (including a pteryx one) from this DLC.

Hell yes, I would recommend you guys to get this DLC. Specifically, the entire collection. I completed the core game and wrote
a review on it if you're on the fence about whether to buy it or if you're curious about wanting to learn more of the game. I
bought the entire collection (core game with the DLCs for $10 total-probably the best deal on this freaking site). I have yet to
play the Legend of Dead Kel DLC, but once I finish with that, I'll write a review on that DLC too.. A beautifully crafted tale of
horror and romance.. Thor is coming to HTS2 ! This DLC contains the Valkyrie's helmet (30% damage reduction), Thor's
Hammer (around 5k DPS) and the Hugin raven, a new pet :

Damage reduction - 25%

Distance infected detected + 2000m

Damage reduction when reviving + 100%

Time needed to revive teammate - 75%

Weight bonus 30Become a Viking survivor with this nice DLC !. Very superficial information...not nearly enough for
medical students and definitely not worth its asking price for something you finish in 30 minutes.. This game throws a
curve ball by introducing a mysterious blonde beauty as a new side kick until things get back to normal. There are
moments in this game that are just right, other times it feels like its a different game entirely. I got stuck in this game a
few times, even after consulting a walkthrough, thanks to the problem with hot spots, which are not always obvious. The
ending is a little rushed, and fails to suspend disbelief, as it felt a little tagged on. If you played the earlier games in the
series, you should give this a try, it is not that bad, just not excellent like the first game was.. Bought it.
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Played one game. Won with 1 piece of clothing left on Kyle.

I am a strip poker god aparantly.

As much as I LOVED the original game, This DLC seems a bit.. Off?
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So, this game has a few problems. Honestly it feels like it's still early access. It's kinda buggy, lots of clipping textures, a lot of
items that don't do anything or aren't used for anything, a bunch of clearly unimplemented features, the combat is boring, and
can mostly be done by spamming left click and occasionally dodging. It feels pretty sparse in terms of content, lots of
frameworks for features and places for content to be, but not much actual content within. The voice acting isn't great, and is also
inconsistent as to what is and isn't voiced, on occasion cutscenes and conversations will switch back and forth between voiced
and unvoiced in the same scene. The game is generally unpolished, and somewhat frustrating at times. THAT BEING SAID.....
This game is incredibly charming and fun, all the characters are interesting and enjoyable to interact with. I really look forward
to what Pathea will do with the framework that they have put up, and the content that is sure to come in the next few
months\/years. This game is very much worth the price tag, and more so if purchased on sale.. does anyone know when the
characters are going to be released?. Not sure if the game is dead but it has been months since the last update. Pretty good game
but needs more content, it gets boring doing the same thing for a hour and theres no saving so all progress is useless after you
leave. The discord is basically dead theres no one on it. The only time i seen the devs replying to anything its on the reviews. If
the dev is reading this please respond i dont know if the game is dead or something happened.. Battle of Words is to a
vocabulary test, what Quiplash is to Cards Against Humanity. That is, it's a game of solid skill and knowledge, but with
concomitant room for creativity and just generally ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥tting your way to victory. Quickthinking, general knowledge,
expansive vocabulary, and a good sense of humour are what's required to win this game, and even if you barely fulfil any of the
listed criteria, you're still going to have an amazingly fun and often hysterical time.

Be warned, however, that the game is low on population. 3-4 player games still make for great fun, however, so don't let that
deter you; especially if you have a friend tagging along.. This game is awesome. It's hard enough to give you a proper challenge
but not impossible.

One minus point for the randomness of the physics simulation, sometimes finishing a level is just a matter of doing the
simulation again and again until stuff works.. Another classic.

Sam is serious.. Loved it.
Great aesthetic, very cool music, and relatable characters. I liked how the gameplay worked, it just made things flow really well.
The actual story was very good and nicely implemented, and it played like an old teen suspense film which was cool.
+ kudos for the ending, nice.

Would def. recommend. :). Story is moderately interesting, but the reason I don't recommend it is because they tried to make
the mechanics too complex and it failed horribly. Your goals are frequently poorly explained, people change gender mid-
conversation, you can sometimes take actions based on information you haven't actually learned (or at the very least wasn't
properly explained to the player), your character will sometimes talk about things that haven't happened, and certain
confrontations can be repeated which is just bizarre.

Update:
A grip mode option has been added to the menu, to support the Valve Index controllers. You can now choose between 'toggle
grip' for using the HTC Vive wands and 'hold grip' for using the Valve Index controllers.. New Update!:
Enemies and levels have been improved. Performance optimizations have also been implemented.
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